Abstract. We wish to draw attention on estimates on the number of relative equilibria in the Newtonian n-body problem that Julian Palmore published in 1975.
Palmore published in [12] a second estimate for the same number, under the same non-degeneracy hypothesis. There are at least (n − 2)!(2 n−1 (n − 2) + 1) planar central configurations of n bodies. We call this estimate the "ignored" Palmore estimate, because the subsequent authors on lower bounds did not even mention it (maybe because the proof is missing). Palmore also gave detailed estimates, i.e. a lower bound on the number of central configuration with given index. We do not know if these estimates are true. They seem however compatible with all the known results.
When we speak of degeneracy or index, we think of central configurations as critical points of a function. This function is the Newtonian potential U = i<j m i m j /r ij , where r ij is the distance from body i to body j. The potential U is defined on the configuration space, and should be restricted to the quadric I = 1, where I = i<j m i m j r 2 ij /(m 1 + · · · + m n ). One should quotient out the rotations and the translations to get the good concept of configuration. The non-degeneracy can only occur at the level of the quotient space. Our convention is that a local minimum has zero index.
1) The oldest estimate is as follows. The configuration space is CP n−2 with the collisions removed. And actually, when U 0 tends to +∞, the set of points satisfying U ≤ U 0 fills up this space. This space is homotopically a "bouquet of circles" (see [1] , [4] , p. 324). The Poincaré polynomial is (1 + 2t)(1 + 3t) · · · (1 + (n − 1)t).
2) The first Palmore estimate uses this argument and further information. There are n!/2 collinear central configurations (Moulton) and their index is n − 2 (Conley, see [10] ). So, we have to add to the previous estimate n!/2 − (n − 1)! saddles of index n − 2, and consequently the same number of saddles on index n − 3. Indeed, by another result of Palmore in [11] , there are no saddles with index n − 1.
3) Another estimate was obtained by Christopher McCord in [6] . It takes into account the reflection symmetry, and corresponds to equivariant Morse theory (see [2] ). We should compute homology and cohomology with coefficients in the field Z/2Z. Instead of the Poincaré polynomial, we should write the fraction (1 + 2t)(1 + 3t) · · · (1 + (n − 1)t)/(1 − t). The Morse inequalities take the usual form, but we should divide the contribution of an invariant critical point by 1−t. Here, the invariant critical points are the configurations invariant by reflection, i.e., collinear. We write (1+2t)(1+3t) · · · (1+(n−1)t)/(1−t) = (n!/2)t n−2 /(1− t) + Q(t), where Q(t) is a polynomial. If R(t) = a 0 + a 1 t + · · ·, where 2a 0 is the number of non-collinear minima, 2a 1 the number of non-collinear saddles of index 1, etc., then R(t) − Q(t) = (1 + t)S(t), where S(t) is a polynomial with non-negative integer coefficients. 4) Palmore "ignored estimate" is developed in [14] , where a cellular decomposition of the configuration space is considered. Palmore does not explain why U should have the critical points corresponding to this cell decomposition. The only mentioned property of U is the reflection symmetry, which is likely to be fully taken into account by McCord. Palmore predicts (n − 1)! minima, while McCord predicts only two minima. It is unlikely that we can predict more than two minima without using further properties of U . In the first non-trivial case, n = 4, Palmore's estimate is easily proved by using a result by McMillan and Bartky (see [9] and [17] ): there is at least one minimum, a convex quadrilateral, for each cyclic ordering of the four bodies. This gives, compared to the first Palmore estimate, 5 more minima, and we should consequently also add 5 saddles of index 1. We get 34 central configurations in total, which is Palmore's bound. The argument of [9] and [17] is basically that no central configuration can cross the border from convex to non-convex. This is no longer true with five bodies in a plane (see [3] ). Anyway, the convex central configurations are no longer minima when n is growing (see the list of central configurations with equal masses in [8] or [5] ). 5) Zhihong Xia gave in [18] the exact number of central configurations in the case m 1 ≫ m 2 ≫ · · · ≫ m n . The explicit formulas corresponding to his construction do not appear in his paper, but Moeckel and Tien computed them (see [7] , p. 81). Surprisingly, the recursion formulas they found are those used by Palmore to get his "ignored estimate". The numbers are the same, and the detailed numbers index by index are obtained by a reasonable guess: that the index of a configuration obtained by Xia's construction is the number of times a saddle was chosen as the position of the next body.
We give below the numbers corresponding to these estimates for n = 3, 4 and 5. We add some examples. Examples with n = 4 are from [13] and [15] . Examples with n = 5 are from [16] , [8] and [5] . According to Carles Simó, assuming non-degeneracy, the number of planar central configurations with n = 5 and given positive masses is very likely to be always between 294 and 450. 
